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Attention: Now you can stop wondering and envying how the pros can create the best looking sites every

single time using only the best and most delicious color schemes thatll make you drool..... They say, a

well-considered color scheme is frequently the difference between a reasonable web site and a great web

site....now are you ready to join in the ranks of professional designers just by having your copy of the

Portable Color Schemer.... Date: From: Your Name Here Dear Friend, Just like you, I used to spend too

much time deciding on a color theme that wouldnt make my sites look to skanky and cheap? You might

agree that one of the most daunting task in creating a website is deciding on a color scheme. And just like

you I used to design my sites from scratch without a single clue as to what my sites color scheme should

be. I used to go through other sites spying on their color themes and getting their color hexes together but

to my surprise it doesnt look right! Its like something is missing. Can it be the hues? The tones? What is

it?...... Your testimonials go here! You see... not many professional designers will tell you that even they

have a hard time creating a color theme for a website from scratch. Best of all, most of them were paid to

provide you with a pleasing color combination that will.... believe me or not, boost up your conversion
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rates and give you more profit on a dollar. This is a typical scenario for us marketers. We need to design

sites fast, to the point and of course save every single bit if possible by doing it ourselves! Simply put... 1.

A simple solution that will make any of your website designing a breeze, by allowing you to be able to pick

an effective color scheme with just a few clicks of the button? 2. Get deliciously professional color tones

for your site even when you dont have a single clue of where to start by using a random generated

matching color scheme? 3. Create a lasting impression by giving affirmative colors that will influence your

online sales! 4. Enjoy complimenting color schemes at any time anywhere (Its portable). 5. Easily spot

web safe colors with a special built in function that analyzes every single color and tells you if the colors

are safe for web! 6. Resell this amazing product and keep 100 of the profit to yourself! This will all sum up

to the ultimate benefit ... Now imagine this ... Your testimonials go here! Lets say if you have a great

product, great support and great marketing skills and now it time to set up that site, wouldnt it be great if

you can position yourself against the competitor and complement every single effort you put into your

product or services by having a tightly themed website with colors to die for. Or allow you to have an

equally profitable or better converting website by not relying on blue alone which has made most websites

look the same...Instead you can use the other matching colors in this amazing tool that will complement

blue and still differentiate yourself by clicking a single button! And you can achieve this in less than 30

minutes, GUARANTEED! The Handy Color Schemer! -- A tool that I use and I am sure you will be

delighted when you start using it! As in all of my software that I have created, I have always thought of the

ease of use for the user! The Handy Color Schemer is an effective PC tool that you will need to build

great looking websites. You will be able to instantly tap into the colors that most designers have even

forgotten about and spice up your sites in a manner where its subtle yet with maximized impact! Thats it!

Now you can give any website be it your blog site or a sales copy or a corporate website a gorgeous

facelift, glowing with nicely themed set of color schemes! Even old websites or graphics can look new and

fresh with the color schemer. Your testimonials go here! 1. Use the random color scheme generator: 2.

Submit your hex and the color schemes changes instantly! Tons of color schemes to choose from giving

you unlimited color control and co-ordination over unlimited number of websites! Simple.... Forget about

all the messy and confusing buttons that you have to click in the other schemers only to waste your time

and not give a definite color scheme you can use! No internet connection needed! This portable color

schemer works right from your desktop giving you 100 mobility and ability to save it to a cd or a thumb



drive. Designed with simplicity in mind giving you total power and speed over your websites color themes!

Resellable package that you can own for less than 50 of the price of another non-resellable package in

the market! Great bonus package that will easily top any other color schemer products online! Easily

zoom into the color scheme that you need without the difficulties of understanding the color codes at all!

100 No Risk Unconditional 60 Days Money Back Guarantee! If this package is not for you, just send us

an email and well issue you a refund, no questions asked. Plus, theres no way you can go wrong when

determining your color schemes again! Your testimonials go here! Are you serious? Wont you want to

have a uniquely defined color theme for your website that will position you as a pro? The color schemer

allows you to build a dazzling website and create unmatchable color schemes like never before! Getting a

copy of the handy color schemer can do wonders in complementing your arsenal of tools hands down! I

was once sitting in a hall of more than 5000 audiences listening to a talk by one of the worlds top image

consultant and till this day, his words still echoes on... If you were to stand in a hall of successful people

how can you be recognized as one? The answer was to dress up as they do, with colors that will spark

interest and make you an irresistable opportunity magnet! Now apply that simple technique online by

asking yourself how can you differentiate and create a lasting impression that will anchor the image of

your websites hard into your prospective buyers, elevating you straight up to be recognized as a Guru...

When you own a copy of the Handy Color Schemer, you will be able to jump in straight away and realize

what was missing instantly when you design... No more grappling through your competitions sites spying

their color schemes because you can create your own where they will follow! Forget spending time trying

to analyze how to use a color schemer and how to put it to work as this handy tool does all the magic

instantly and easily! So, frankly... how much do you think a handy tool like this, that can save you

thousands of hours, eliminate those painful thumbsores searching for the perfect color schemes and

make your products have a million dollar, professional designed look? Look at it this way.... the profit

youre going to gain and that enormous time you get to save and enjoy is worth a whole lot more than this

one time small investment in The Handy Color Schemer... only $67 $29.95 that you will be able to make

back almost instantly in as little as 3 days! Moreover, its only a tinsy bitsy fraction of what a branding

consultant will charge you for just a single scheme ... likely as much as a big lumpy $3,500!. Your

testimonials go here! We know that you might be thinking that its no use if you can get the great colors

but have no idea about designing, which is why we have included this jam packed video tutorial videos



that will show exactly how to at your own pace in the comfort of your home! This Graphic Designing Video

Tutorials Kit is all youll ever need to learn about graphic designing fast! Coupled with the color schemer,

this package will make definitely make you a force to be reckoned with.. If you think this I have already

given more than enough with this amazing Handy Color Schemer package......well, I hate to dissapoint

you.... because as most of them who know me swears that I like to go beyond delighting the customer by

adding more bonuses... to any products. So friend, how about this, when you invest in this copy of the

handy color schemer, not only will you get a resellable, simple to use, every marketer needs it tool. But

you will also receive the amazing Graphic Designing Tutorials Kit. And theres more..... YOU WILL ALSO

receive 52 header graphics plus more videos with master resell rights! This header graphic templates are

like you have never seen before... its taken me sometime to personally design it using the color schemer

to get the perfect hues and tones just for you!. And you know what..... this product is made available only

through this exclusive package for the first time ever! Go ahead.. I know you would want to take a peek at

these header samples so here are the screenshots! I am so excited and very confident that youll definitely

love this amazing packaged deal!...When you invest in a copy of this package you automatically get my

ironclad, 100 full 60-day money-back, no questions asked, guarantee! This means you get to have a copy

of this amazing software risk-free!... Theres simply nothing to lose with this deal! Invest now! Get Your

Copy of The Handy Color Schemer Super Package Now For Only $29.95 You can download it right now

-- even if its 2:00 a.m.! Sincerely, Your Name Here Your URL Here P.S. At this point after reading a

typical offer, you probably think to yourself Do you really want to gamble $29.95?. There is no way on

earth that my product will not deliver, Afterall you can start reselling this package as soon as you received

them in your email!. ALL downloaded materials are yours to keep no matter what, Thats a guaranteed

gain, no matter what you decide! If you have any questions please email me at YOUR EMAIL HERE and

Ill get back to you ASAP!
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